Rule 13
a) All Bowlers may bowl in the zone of principal residence
Definition of Principal Residence
As a guide, Principal Residence shall be the residence individuals use for taxation purposes, drivers’
licence, etc. Bowlers with more than one residence, such as commuters or individuals living away from
home for employment or educational reasons, must contact the provincial office for a ruling.
b) i) Bowlers who only compete in regular league play in the zone of their principal residence, and
individuals who do not compete in regular league play must enter the Open in the Zone of their
principal residence
ii) Bowlers who compete in regular league play as registered members of a BC5PBA sanctioned
or affiliated league in a zone other then their principal residence, will be allowed to compete in the
Open in that other zone by sending a DECLARATION OF INTENT to the Provincial Office by October
31st, 2020. A copy of the previous season and current season average sheet confirming their
participation in said league must accompany the DECLARATION OF INTENT. Furthermore, it is the
competitor’s responsibility to ensure that this form is submitted to the BC 5 Pin Bowlers
Association by the deadline established.
PLEASE NOTE: In the prior season a bowler must have bowled a minimum of (50) games in a
sanctioned of affiliated league of the zone they wish to declare in. Once a Declaration of Intent is
filed the Bowler cannot bowl in the zone of their principal residence for that year. If a Declaration
of Intent is not filed by that date, the Bowler must compete in the Zone of their Principal
Residence.

Definition of a Sanctioned or Affiliated League:
1) Any league that is played in ANY center within that zone’s boundaries with the following
exception:
For the purposes of keeping all our zones intact and competitive, The Friday Night League that is
played at Port Coquitlam Bowl, will be recognized as a league that is affiliated solely with Zone 2
(Lower Mainland).

PLEASE NOTE: This rule will apply to ALL zones.

